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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 
Will Article 5 be approved by NATO members under a Russian military and territorial incursion of Norway? Who 
will end up politically supporting or opposing Article 5? If Russia performs a surprise military and territorial incursion 
with low Norwegian casualties (less 100), unanimous and automatic triggering of Article 5 is not guaranteed. We 
anticipate that all major powers, including the US, Britain, France, Germany, and Netherlands will quickly and 
staunchly support Norwegian collective defense through Article 5. This also is likely to include broader NATO 
support as well as political backing from Finland and Sweden. However, unanimous NATO approval is unlikely as 
both Turkey and Hungary are anticipated to staunchly oppose and veto Article 5. 

What happens to Article 5 approval if a Russian incursion results in moderate levels, between 100-500 Norwegian 
casualties? If a Russian incursion results in casualty levels between 100-500, automatic and unanimous triggering 
of Article 5 is still unlikely to be met.  Under this scenario, we anticipate higher-levels of support for the passing of 
article 5 including major powers US, Britain, France, Germany, and Netherlands.  In this moderate casualty 
scenario, stakeholders who were initially more reluctant to support Norwegian collective defense through Article 
5 will now moderately support, including the German and French parliaments and the USA JCS. This also includes 
political backing from smaller IGOs and non-NATO members. However without strategic intervention from Norway 
and USA, Turkey and Hungary still remain moderately opposed to collective defense of Norway.   
 
What happens to Article 5 approval if a Russian incursion results in high levels, over 500 Norwegian casualties? If 
a Russian incursion results in casualties over 500 Norwegians, then Article 5 is expected to pass automatically with 
high level of support by all NATO members. Facing such strong opposition, Russia is expected to withdraw from 
Norway.  
 
What happens if a Russian incursion is less overt, such as difficult to attribute cyber-attacks on infrastructure, 
targeted social media influence operations or low-level conflict in Artic outside of Norway? We also explored 
several other hypothetical Russian incursion scenarios. Under these more covert, less intense incursions, political 
support among NATO for a collective defense triggering Article 5 is unlikely. The lack of a clear, territorial 
sovereignty violation will challenge NATO members full, firm commitment and political responsiveness.  
 
What level of military support can be expected from NATO members? How long will military support take to 
arrive? US, Britain, Canada, Netherlands and Poland are expected to be fully committed to lending all possible 
military support. France, Germany and the Czech Republic will limit promised support to send troops but below 
what will make an impact.  Greece and smaller NATO states are likely to only make token military contributions if 
at all. Without a strategic change in approach, both Finland and Sweden are unlikely to offer any material military 
support despite political backing. NATO members with limited Arctic warfighting capabilities are likely to delay 
mobilization. However, the major meaningful NATO members, with the exception of France, are expected to 
mobilize support quickly given their respective logistics constraints within 12 weeks. Thus Norway should be 
prepared to wait for up to 12 weeks to receive anticipated NATO support. Given this anticipated military 
mobilization, Russia is only likely to back down in the face of a unified and resolved NATO.  
 
What strategies and courses of action can motivate increased Norwegian political support? What about strategies 
that can increase military support or speed up mobilization timing for the collective defense of Norway? There are 
several strategic, diplomatic opportunities for Norway along with the US to persuade reluctant NATO members to 
approve and reach unanimous agreement on politically supporting Article 5. These include direct overtures to 
Hungary, Greece and Turkey as well as others to create unanimous political support. In order to bolster military 
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men and material support, Germany is critical in persuading both Sweden and Finland to join the defensive 
coalition, which subsequently helps cement NATO military delivery and commitments.  Moreover, under these 
conditions, Russia is also more likely to back down in the face of overwhelming NATO superiority emerging from 
aligned collective defense commitments. However, any pressure to speed up timing on already committed NATO 
military forces for Norway’s collective defense will be counterproductive.  
 
 

 
 
 

Table 1 Summary of Results 

 
 
 

  

ARTICL 5 ANALYSIS EXPECTED OUTCOME COMMENTS COURSE OF ACTION

POLITICAL SUPPORT
Basecase

No automatic or unanimous 
agreement likely

US, Britain, France, Germany, 
Netherlands Support

Turkey and Hungary oppose 

Norway in conjunction with USA and 
Proxies can leverage Turkey and Hungary 

to support passing Article 5

Scenario 1A Moderate Casualties
No automatic or unanimous 

agreement likely

Higher support from initially reluctant 
stakeholders

Turkey, Greece, Hungary and Bulgaria 
Oppose

Strategic Intervention from Norway and 
USA only can sure up support for passing 

Article 5

Scenario 1B High Casualties Unanimous agreement likely
All NATO Members are likely to 

unanimously support the passing of 
Article Five

None needed

Scenario 1C Cyber Attack or 
Limited Incursion

No automatic or unanimous 
agreement likely

US, Britain, France, Germany, 
Netherlands Support 

Turkey, Greece and Hungary Oppose

Under a lesser, limited incursion difficult 
to garner unanimous support for 

collective defense 

MILITARY SUPPORT
Basecase

Majority of NATO members will 
send some level of support

US, Britain and Canada fully support 
Germany, France and Czech Republic 

promise more than they  deliver 
Finland and Sweden restrict 

contribution

Prolonged Efforts by Germany push 
Finland and Sweden to send more 

military support 
In turn Sweden can leverage Czech 

Republic into sending more support

MILITARY ASSISTANCE TIMING
Basecase

NATO members likely to 
mobilize within 12 weeks or less

France and non-Artic capable 
members are likely to delay response

Intervention attempts to speed up 
deployment are counter productive
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About SENTURION 
 
SENTURION is a political simulation software platform designed to both anticipate and shape political, economic 
and policy outcomes. Like an automated navigation system, SENTURION solves complex, multiparty and multi-
issue negotiation landscapes by first mapping maps human decided outcomes decisions into the issues, interests, 
people and competing perceptions surrounding any event, policy or negotiation.  
 
Second, using advanced agent based behavioral and computational modeling technologies, SENTURION then 
accurately anticipates outcomes and how events will evolve by simulating stakeholders’ interests, bargaining 
dynamics and coalition formation. ‘What if’ scenarios can be tested in advance, with tactics tested and courses of 
action explored to achieve specific political, policy or negotiation goals. SENTURION compliments and augments 
wargaming, kinetic modeling and other military operations research simulation and data driven techniques such 
as scenario analysis and horizon scanning. 
 
The US Defense Intelligence Agency selected SENTURION as the world’s premier software capability on both 
predictive functionality and ability to execute across DOD/IC. SENTURION has performed over 1000+ US and 
Foreign Government engagements, including the World Bank, the United Nations as well as select private sector 
companies worldwide. Independently verified and validated over the last 15 years of operational use at  85%+ 
accurate, SENTURION delivers next generation strategy analytics. 

 
  

ACERTAS strategy + analytics
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predictive modeling across the PMESII spectrum
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37

Politico-Military Effects 
Planning
Military Conflicts
Political or Military 
Reactions
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Scenario Analysis
Red Team Simulation
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Regime Stability and Coup 
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Planning
DIMES Planning
Treaty, Trade, and Other 
Negotiations
Negotiations
Elections and Political 
Reform
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ARTICLE 5 COLLECTIVE DEFENSE UNDER RUSSIAN INCURSION SCENARIO 
 
 
We explore the political effects of a hypothetical Russian incursion into Norway across three key issues of NATO 
collective defense: Political Support, Levels of Military Support and Timing of Support for Article 5. Working with 
SMEs, ACERTAS identified over 30 key stakeholders, individuals, groups and entities, with the potential to 
influence the politics and outcomes surrounding Article 5 under this hypothetical Russian incursion scenario.   
 
 
Mapping the Landscape of Political, Military and Timing Responses 
 
For each of the three key issues surrounding Article 5 collective defense under a hypothetical Russian incursion, 
we first mapped stakeholders’ interests to the position they currently adopt. Next, for each stakeholder, we ranked 
their potential to influence the outcomes on the issue, relative to all other stakeholders, identifying power brokers. 
Finally, we ranked the importance of each issue to each stakeholder relative to all their other current agenda items. 
This is the entire data collection for mapping SENTURION inputs. 
 
 
Anticipating Response Outcomes and Dynamics 
 
Below we detail SENTURION simulation results on the three key issues of political, military and timing of support 
on Article 5 given a hypothetical Russian incursion of Norway. Basecase results anticipates each issue outcome 
and the associated evolution of political bargaining dynamics. On the line graphs below, the vertical position of 
each stakeholder represents their preferences on the particular issues of Article 5, Military Support and Timing, 
while the horizontal axis depicts SENTURION’s forecasted political shifts over time. Robustness results and Monte 
Carlo analytics provides confidence levels of all predictions given any potential data errors or unforeseen 
exogenous shocks. Strategies explore courses of action (COAs) results that can mitigate risks and achieve desired 
outcomes while Scenario results explore other ‘what if’ conditions, branches and sequels of analysis.  
 
Figures below depict the distribution of the political landscape surrounding Article 5 given expert data inputs as 
of 02 July 2019 and updated scenarios as of 31 July 2019. SENTURION analytics then simulate the bargaining 
process and subsequent political evolution of Article 5 Support, Military Support and Timing of Response in the 
Basecase, Robustness, COA and Scenario results and figures. Each of the above issues will be analyzed in detail 
and discussed in subsequent sections.  
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ISSUE 1   WILL ARTICLE 5 BE POLITICALLY APPROVED BY NATO MEMBERS UNDER A RUSSIAN INCURSION OF 
NORWAY? 
 
 

• The US and major European nations, including the Germans, French, British, Dutch, and Poles are likely to 
be staunch supporters of Article 5. 

• However, full unanimous support for Article 5 by all NATO members is not likely to take place as both 
Turkey and Hungary are anticipated to withhold support. 

• Greece, Bulgaria, Croatia, Albania and Slovakia will initially be reluctant to support Article 5 but will be 
persuaded by the US, Germany and to a lesser extent Britain, Finland and Sweden to eventually 
moderately support Article 5. 

• Russia is anticipated to remain emboldened and in a confrontational stance under these conditions. 
• Under a moderate Norwegian casualties scenario, Article 5 is not likely to be passed, as Turkey and 

Hungary remain moderately likely to oppose. However, a successful strategic intervention by Norway and 
USA is feasible to sure up support.  

• Under a high Norwegian casualties scenario, NATO members will approve Article 5 quickly and the 
majority will fully support collective defense of Norway.  

 
 
COA 1A Strategic Opportunity  
 

• To pass Article 5 with unanimous support, Norway in conjunction with US and their proxies need to 
implement an alternative strategy of targeting particular stakeholders in order to bring Turkey and Hungary 
into the consensus.  

• Only under this new strategy of facing NATO unanimity, is Russia likely to politically withdraw. 
 
SENTURION identifies an unseen multi-step strategy to achieve unanimous support for Article 5. This necessary 
change in tactics can produce Norway’s desired results with moderate confidence. Here, the US POTUS, Norway 
Sweden and Finland - among others – can directly approach Turkey, Greece and Croatia to join unanimous support 
for Article 5. More details on this COA can be found below. 
 
Scenario 1A 
 
What happens to Article 5 approval if a Russian incursion results in moderate levels, between 100-500 Norwegian 
casualties? 
 

• Under a moderate casualty scenario, approval of Article Five is moderately likely to be rejected. 
• In this scenario, those who were initially more reluctant to support Article 5 are likely to support approval.  
• Despite lack of unanimity on Article 5 approval, US, Britain, Netherlands, France and Germany among 

others, maintain high support for collective defense of Norway.  
• Strategic intervention from USA and Norway has potential to garner more support from dissenters.  
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Scenario 1B 
 
What happens to Article 5 approval if a Russian incursion results in high levels, over 500 Norwegian casualties? 
 

• Under a high casualty scenario, unanimous approval of Article 5 is highly likely.  
• NATO members are anticipated to highly committed to full collective defense of Norway.  
• Under strong united NATO, Russia is anticipated to deescalate and withdraw from Norway.  

 
Scenario 1C 
 
What happens if the hypothetical Russian incursion is less intense - more covert, cyber, social media or conflict in 
the Artic outside of Norwegian sovereign territory?  
 

• If Norway is confronted with an issue that member countries feel are outside NATO obligations Article 5 
is highly likely to be rejected.  

• Despite the lack of approval of Article 5, France, Germany, Britain and US among others will maintain their 
support for Norway  

• Turkey, Albania, Hungary and Greece will not support any action  
• Only clear violations of national sovereignty will increase the hopes of attracting full support of Article 5. 

 
This scenario is an example of questions that can be explored with additional guidance from SMEs. Here we 
assumed that the crisis does not affect Norway’s sovereign territory but Russia launches a cyberattack or Norway 
and Russia engage in a serious dispute over the sovereignty of emerging islands in the Artic.  To simulate this 
scenario, select stakeholders’ importance values were reduced by 50% because such an attack is outside of current 
NATO obligations. More details on this scenario can be found below. 
 
Basecase Results for Political Support for Article 5  
 
Article 5 will likely fall short of a unanimous vote, indicating that its implementation may be jeopardized. In 
response, Russia is anticipated to remain committed to confrontation and is not likely to back down. Without a 
fully united NATO and the activation of Article 5, Russia will maintain an upper hand in limited kinetic exchanges 
with the Norwegians.  
 
Despite the lack of unanimous agreement on Article 5, the US and major European allies Germany, France and 
Britain are anticipated to be fully committed to supporting Norway, albeit inside or outside the standard NATO 
framework.  Below we detail the SWOT analysis on the Basecase of political support for Article 5. 
 
Strength 

• Almost all key NATO stakeholders and their members, including the German Chancellery, British PM and 
French President among others are likely to support a position between Neutral and Moderate Support 
Article 5. 

• In addition, key targets, including German parliament, French Parliament and British Parliament among 
others, are expected to be convinced by key stakeholders, including Sweden, Finland and German 
Chancellery among others, towards increasing political support. 

 
Weakness 
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• Despite many NATO members political supporting Article 5, critical target stakeholders, Turkey and 
Hungary, are opposed to lending political support. This opposition is highly likely to occur.  

• Further, other stakeholders China and India are also likely to oppose NATO actions and members. 
 
Opportunity 

• Under the Basecase, there are some potential upside diplomatic opportunities for the groups External act, 
pro NATO, Intl org, and NATO that could modestly persuade opponents. This is strongly consistent over 
time. 

• Norway, USA NSA and USA Democrat party have potential leverage on Turkey, Hungary and Greece that 
can beneficially enhance diplomatic efforts. 

• Particularly, Norway has the most potential leverage on Turkey, Hungary and Greece to increase political 
support in the middle and late stages of diplomatic efforts. 

• Some of the largest opportunities include that Norway can persuade Turkey to compromise to a position 
near Defer to Another Meeting early on. 

 
Threat 

• There are some potential downside threats against the groups External actors, pro NATO, Intl orgs, and 
NATO that could significantly reduce support. These threats continuously exist over time. 

• Targets, including Hungary, Greece and Turkey among others, have potential leverage on Sweden, 
Finland and German Chancellery among others that could adversely change negotiation outcomes. 

• Particularly, Hungary has the most potential leverage against Sweden, Finland and German Chancellery 
among others to move away from politically supporting throughout discussions. 

• Some of the largest potential threats from targets include that Hungary could adversely push Sweden to 
concede to a position near Argue Article 5 early on. 

• Furthermore, other influential stakeholders, including Russia and China, have the most potential leverage 
on Sweden, Finland and German Chancellery among others that could adversely change diplomatic 
outcomes. 
 

Political Support Issue Continuum & Dynamics 
 

0 No Support Veto  

25 Argue Against Article 5 

35 Defer to Another Meeting 

50 Neutral 

75 Moderate Support of Article 5  

100 Full Support of Article 5 

  
As shown in Figure 1 below, the initial data input landscape on political support for Article 5 indicates that a vast 
majority of NATO members along with Norwegian neighbors, Finland and Sweden, support the passing of Article 
5 immediately in the face of any potential Russian aggression in Norway. However, there are some notable 
holdouts namely, Turkey, who are joined by Hungary, Greece, Bulgaria, Slovakia, Albania and Croatia in opposition 
to passing Article 5. Because Article 5 requires unanimous support, this initial dissent does not bode well for a 
smooth passage of political support. In addition to Russia, non-NATO members China and India, are not in favor 
of Article 5. However, they have little influence in this particular matter and may not greatly impact diplomatic 
discussions, with China tacitly supporting the Russians.  
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Figure 1 Initial Political Support Stakeholder Positions 

 

 
 

Figure 2 SENTURION Anticipated Intermediate Political Support Positions 

 

SENTURION simulations indicate that by the middle of diplomatic discussions, some of the initial opposition to 
Article 5 waivers and smaller nations initially opposed, begin to be persuaded to join the larger consensus coalition. 
Regardless, Turkey, Hungary and Greece are anticipated to remain opposed to the NATO majority. The good 
news is that those in favor of Article 5 stay committed up to this point. In addition, Russia is highly likely to remain 
committed to a confrontational stance.  
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Figure 3 SENTURION Anticipated Final Political Support Positions 

 

The anticipated final simulation outcomes as shown in Figure 3 indicates despite early reluctance to support Article 
5, Greece, Bulgaria, Croatia, Albania and Slovakia, are eventually anticipated to support Article 5 albeit minimally. 
Only Turkey and Hungary are likely to remain opposed.  
 
 
Robustness of Political Support 
 
SENTURION uses a two stage Monte Carlo simulation process to generate both the likelihood and confidence of 
political support results. Here input data is changed across 1000 generated experimental runs to simulate data 
errors and the impact of exogenous shocks which produce confidence levels for results. The distributions of key 
stakeholders’ final positions are then mapped on the political support issue continuum giving the likelihoods and 
confidence levels of support. 
 
Robustness analysis indicates that the disparate stances of NATO members are highly unlikely to vary at the 90% 
confidence level. Despite a higher likelihood from major NATO members to support Article 5, critical members 
such as Turkey, Hungary, Greece and Bulgaria among others, remain highly likely to reject Article 5.  
 

 
 

Figure 4 Political Support Robustness Results 
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COA 1A Strategic Opportunity to Increase Political Support 
 
SENTURION allows the exploration of analyst COAs a priori through simulation as well as identification of unseen 
opportunities to improve political support for Article 5. These unseen opportunities can be exercised to test 
alternative tactics and strategies to aid in COA formulation and required mission assessment. Below is an example 
SENTURION strategy that achieves unanimous support for Article 5.  
 
There is a winning COA strategy on Norway Article 5 to reach an agreement within 6 rounds with full NATO 
agreement achieved. However, this strategy is slightly risky with moderate confidence. Concessions by targets 
including the German Chancellery, British PM and French President among others convinced by diplomatic 
overtures from the US POTUS, Sweden and Finland among others that produce a strong consensus outcome. 
 
A multi-step COA strategy emerges with 2 tactics: 
 

For tactic 1A in round 3, Sweden and Finland can persuade Bulgaria, Slovenia, and Czech Republic to 
accept Fully Support Article 5. 
 
For tactic 1B in round 3, Norway and USA NSA can persuade Hungary, Turkey, and Greece to accept a 
reconsideration position near Argue Article 5. 
 
For tactic 2A in round 4, the US Congress, US Democrat party and Sweden among others can persuade 
Hungary, Turkey, Croatia and, Greece to accept a position near Moderate Support Article 5. 
 
For tactic 2B in round 4, Norway and the US NSA can persuade the German Chancellery, Luxembourg, 
the French President, Spain and Romania among others to accept Neutral. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 COA 1A Results 

 
As displayed in Figure 5 above, COA Strategy 1A produces better outcomes than the Basecase leading to all 
NATO members supporting the passing of Article 5. In the face of NATO political unanimity, Russia is also likely 
to abandon full confrontation.  
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Scenarios – ‘What if’ 
 
SENTURION can also test what-if scenarios by conditioning input data and stakeholder attributes to create 

alternative futures analysis.  Below we explored just three such scenarios, although multiple others are easily 

possible to conduct.  

1A What happens to Article 5 approval if a Russian incursion results in moderate levels, between 100-500 
Norwegian casualties? 
 
In this scenario, we assume that the confrontation with Russia produces moderate levels of Norwegian casualties 

between 100-500. Such conditions could emerge if defending Norway results in more serve confrontations with 

the Russians.  

To model this scenario, we changed the stated positions on the issue for all NATO participants reflecting their 

stance in the face of moderate Norwegian casualties. Below in Figure 6 is a brief summary of the scenario; full 

detailed SENTURION results are also available.  

 

Figure 6 Scenario 1A Results 

Under these conditions unanimous NATO support for Article 5 is expected to fail, as Turkey, Greece, Hungary and 
Bulgaria are highly likely to remain opposed. In comparing this scenario result with the Basecase result, Russian 
actions resulting in moderate Norwegian casualties would also not produce unanimous support for Article 5 
approval. However, those who were reluctant in supporting Article 5 are now closer to supporting collective 
defense. Notably, SENTURION assessment of alternative COAs and strategies indicates that NATO political 
unanimity is slightly likely to achieve under strategic intervention from Norway and USA.  
 
1B What happens to Article 5 approval if a Russian incursion results in high levels, over 500 Norwegian casualties? 

In this scenario, we assume that the confrontation with Russia produces high levels of Norwegian casualties over 

500. Such conditions could emerge if defending Norway results in exceedingly serve confrontations with the 

Russians.  

To model this scenario, we changed the stated positions on the issue for all NATO participants reflecting their 

stance in the face of high Norwegian casualties. Below in Figure 7 is a brief summary of the scenario; full detailed 

SENTURION results are also available.  
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Figure 7 Scenario 1B Results 

 
Under these conditions unanimous NATO support for Article 5 is expected to succeed, as Turkey, Greece, Hungary 

and Bulgaria are highly likely to now support NATO action in defense of Norway. Comparing this scenario analysis 

result with our Basecase on political support indicates that Russian actions resulting in high Norwegian casualties 

would also produce a near unanimous support for Article 5. Facing strong and united opposition, Russia is 

expected to withdraw from Norway.  

 
1C What happens to political support for Article 5 if the hypothetical Russian incursion is less intense - more covert, 
cyber, social or limited kinetic conflict in the Artic outside of Norwegian territory?   
 
In this scenario, we assume that the confrontation with Russia is less severe than initial anticipated. Such conditions 
could emerge if there is not a direct, physical territorial incursion on Norwegian interests.  
 
To model this scenario, we reduced the importance of the issue for all NATO participants by half except for 
Norway. Below in Figure 8 is a brief summary of the scenario; full detailed SENTURION results are also available.  
 

 
 

Figure 8 Scenario 1C Results 

 
Under these conditions unanimous NATO support for Article 5 is expected to fail, as Turkey, Greece and Hungary 
are highly likely to not lend support. Comparing this scenario analysis result with our Basecase on political support 
per above, indicates that only direct, Russian actions challenging Norwegian territorial sovereignty would likely 
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produce support for Article 5 approval. Further SENTURION assessment of alternative COAs and strategies 
indicates that NATO political unanimity is very difficult to achieve under this scenario.  
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ISSUE 2    WHAT LEVEL OF MILITARY SUPPORT CAN BE EXPECTED FROM NATO MEMBERS UNDER A 
HYPOTHETICAL RUSSIAN INCURSION SCENARIO? 
 
 

• The majority of NATO Members led by the US, Britain and Canada will fully support Norway given their 
respective military capacities.  

• Germany, France and the Czech Republic will likely promise more than they will actually deliver.  
• Regardless, Turkey is highly likely not to act.  
• Sweden and Finland will likely restrict their military contributions only to air space support. 

 
 
COA 2A Strategic Opportunity 
 

• After relatively prolonged diplomatic efforts, Germany can persuade Sweden and Finland to compromise 
and send limited troops in support of Norway. 

• In turn Sweden can then also persuade Czech Republic to agree to send troops.  
• Under quick NATO mobilization in this COA, Russia will likely be limited to an airspace confrontation. 

 
Norwegian military support from NATO can be increased by pressing for additional support, although it might 
take some time for the various parties to agree. However, this COA is very likely to succeed with high confidence. 
This strategic COA improves results with more NATO members committing military support. The British PM, 
Poland and Canada among others are convinced by Iceland and Spain among others to increase delivery and this 
commitment reinforces a stronger NATO consensus outcome. 
 
 
Basecase Results for Military Support for Article 5  
 
Military support by the majority of NATO for Norway is highly likely to be strong and swift. However, the actual 
extent of military support will vary, with the US fully supporting by all military resources logistically possible while 
the Germans will likely commit more than they can deliver.  
 
Strength 

• Almost all key target stakeholders, including the British PM, Poland and Canada among others, are slightly 
likely to support a position near delivering much less than expected (De-align) and a position near sending 
less than full capacity of troops (Abrogate) among others. 
 

Weakness 
• Continued opposition against sending less than full capacity of troops (Abrogate) is likely to increase slowly 

over time. 
• A few target stakeholders, including Turkey, Montenegro and Luxembourg among others, as well as other 

influential stakeholders, including Russia, China and India, are likely to oppose US POTUS, Sweden and 
Finland among others. This opposition is highly likely to occur. 

• Specifically, Turkey, Montenegro and Luxembourg among others support a position near Use of Airspace 
Markets. 
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Opportunity 
• Under the Basecase, there are many potential upside negotiation opportunities for the groups External 

actors, Pro-NATO, Intl orgs, and NATO that could modestly persuade opponents. This is strongly 
consistent over time. 

• Norway, the US Republican party and US NSA among others have potential diplomatic leverage on Turkey, 
Montenegro and India among others to beneficially change military support outcomes. 

• Specifically, Norway has the most potential leverage on Turkey, Montenegro and India among others 
towards increasing military support throughout discussions. 

• Some of the most impactful opportunities include that Norway can persuade Turkey to compromise to a 
position near sending troops albeit below significant impact levels (Abrogate) in round 3. 

 
Threat 

• There are some potential downside negotiation threats against the external actors that are pro-NATO, Intl 
orgs, and NATO that could modestly reduce military support. These threats are strongly consistent over 
time. 

• Specifically, Russia has the most potential leverage on US POTUS, the French President and Netherlands 
among others that could negatively change NATO outcomes on military support. 

 
 
Military Support for Article 5 Issue Continuum & Dynamics 
 

0 Full Military Support of Russians 
25 Material Support of Russians 

50 Tacit Support of Russians 

75 Do Nothing 
100 Provide NATO use of airspace, access to markets, etc 

120 Accept Article 5 but will not send any support - Defect 

135 Deliver much less than expected, symbolic – De Align 

150 
Sends troops but significantly below what will make an impact - 
Abrogate 

175 Full military support - Cooperate 
 

 
 

Figure 7 Military Support Initial Data 
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The initial landscape for military support indicates that the majority of critical NATO powers are willing to send 
some level of support to aid the Norwegians against a Russian incursion. Scandinavian neighbors begin in a more 
neutral position along with European governing bodies, as the latter really does not offer much in terms of military 
support.    
 

 
 

Figure 8 SENTURION anticipated Intermediate Military Support Results 

 
In Figure 8 above, analysis indicates as negotiations progress further consolidation of military support for the 
Norwegian cause emerges. However Turkey, Finland and Sweden remain neutral, and remain unwilling to join the 
consensus of committing troops. Facing increasing NATO military support for Norway, Russia is expected to exhibit 
signs of reducing tensions as they abandon their initial position of full confrontation.   
 

 
 

Figure 9 SENTURION anticipated Final Military Support Results 

 
Final anticipated outcomes displayed in figure 9 above indicate that major NATO members including the US, 
Britain, Netherlands, Canada and Poland are likely to fully cooperate with Norway and send as much military 
support as possible. The French and Germans are likely to support militarily however to a much a lesser extent. 
Finland and Sweden are likely to only offer air support and allow use of their air space. Under this anticipated 
outcome, the Russians, when faced with a motivated support for Norway, are likely to abandon a ground incursion 
and instead opt for aerial skirmishes – greatly diminishing the severity of a prospective conflict.  
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Robustness of Military Support 
 
SENTURION uses a two stage Monte Carlo simulation process to generate both the likelihood and confidence of 
military support results. Here input data is changed across 1000 generated experimental runs to simulate data 
errors and the impact of exogenous shocks which produce confidence levels for results. The distributions of key 
stakeholders’ final positions are then mapped on the military support issue continuum giving the likelihoods and 
confidence levels of support. 
 
Robustness results in Figure 10 indicate that military support from US, Britain, Netherlands, Canada and Poland is 
highly likely although military support from France and Germany could waiver slightly. Unfortunately, Turkey, 
Greece, Croatia and Albania are all highly likely to not provide military support under this hypothetical scenario. 
However, most of the major powers are highly likely to aid Norway.   
 

 
 

Figure 10 Military Support Robustness 

 
 
COA 2A Strategic Opportunity to Increase Military Support 
 
SENTURION identifies a strategic opportunity that garners even more military support among NATO members. 
Under this COA, Norwegian military support is expected among most of NATO members. Outcomes as a result 
of this COA are very likely if executed and with high confidence.  
 
The COA 2A outcome is better than the Basecase, with significantly more NATO members within the goal range. 
Accommodations by targets including the British PM, Poland and Canada and others convinced by stakeholders 
Iceland and Spain among others result in a strong consensus outcome supporting sending troops for collective 
defense. 
 
A single-step strategy emerges with 1 tactic. 
 

For tactic 1 in round 4, German Chancellery can persuade the Czech Republic, Sweden, and Finland to 
accept committing troops albeit below what would make a significant impact (Abrogate). 
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Figure 11 COA 2A Results 

 
This COA result improves the Basecase outcome significantly as there is more military support from Finland, 
Sweden and the Czech Republic as well as  more NATO members. It also isolates Russia militarily due to NATO’s 
unified resolve and extensive military deployment.  
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ISSUE 3 HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE FOR NATO MEMBERS TO MOBILIZE TROOPS UNDER A HYPOTHETICAL 
RUSSIAN INCURSION SCENARIO? 
 
 

• All major members of NATO are anticipated to mobilize within 12 weeks or less, except for the French.  
• The Russians are expected to match NATO mobilization speed.   
• Smaller non-Arctic capable NATO members will probably delay any mobilization efforts. 

 
 
COA Strategic Opportunity 
 
Currently there are little to no productive COAs that can speed up the timing of NATO troop mobilization.  
SENTURION indicates that any increased pressure on NATO members military deployment timing is likely to be 
counterproductive to Norwegian defense.  
 
 
Basecase Results for Timing of Military Support for Article 5  
 
After the first few diplomatic exchanges led by the US and Norway, NATO is able to quickly consolidate support 
for a position between moderately quick support and acting immediately. The majority of large NATO members 
including the US, Britain, Poland, Netherlands, Denmark, and Germany will act quickly in the face of any Russian 
aggression.  
 
In light of this rapid deployment, Russia is anticipated to also mobilize quickly as well. This is a critical issue that 
NATO must be wary of as a delayed response from major actors could result in Russia gaining even more of a 
military advantage.  
 
Strength 

• Some key target stakeholders, including British PM, German Chancellery and Poland among others, are 
slightly likely to support a position near Moderately Quick Support within 12 weeks. 

• Moreover, key NATO member targets, including the British PM, German Chancellery and Poland among 
others are expected to be persuaded by the US NSA and US Democrat party among others, towards the 
a quick mobilization. 

• Despite not having all NATO members aligned on military deployment timing, there several members are 
likely to reach a compromise agreement for moderately quick support within 12 weeks. 

 
Weakness 

• A majority of target stakeholders, including the French President, Canada and Turkey among others, as 
well as other influential stakeholders  China and India, are likely to oppose US POTUS, US NSA and Sweden 
among others. This opposition is highly likely to occur. 

• Namely, the French President, Canada and Turkey among others support a position near moderately 
delayed support of over 6 months plus and a position near moderately quick support within 12 weeks. 

• This also includes losing support from the UN General Assembly, who is expected to be persuaded by 
Russia to move away from any hasty NATO mobilization that could spawn further confrontations. 
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Opportunity 
• Under the Basecase, there are a few potential upside diplomatic opportunities for the groups External 

actors, pro NATO, Intl orgs, and NATO that could modestly persuade opponents. This is strongly 
consistent over time. 

• The US NSA and US Democrat party have potential leverage on the French President, Czech Republic and 
German parliament among others to beneficially change diplomatic outcomes however. 

• Namely, the US NSA has the most potential leverage on the French President, Czech Republic and German 
parliament among others towards speeding up mobilization in the early stages of discussions. 

• Some of the most effective opportunities include that the US NSA can persuade the German parliament 
to compromise to a position away from moderately delayed support of 6 months plus early on. 

 
Threat 

• There are a few potential downside negotiation threats against the groups external actors pro-NATO, Intl 
orgs, and NATO that could significantly reduce support for moderately quick timing. These threats are 
moderately consistent over time. 

• Specifically, Russia, has the most potential leverage on the US POTUS that could negatively change 
outcomes to materially slow down mobilization timelines. 
 

 
Timing of Military Support for Article 5 Issue Continuum & Dynamics 
 

0 Do Nothing 
35 Moderately Delayed Support 6 months plus 
65 Moderately Quick Support 12 weeks 
100 Act Immediately Full Support 6 weeks 

 
 
The initial landscape for timing of military support indicates a diverse stance among NATO stakeholders, mostly 
likely an artifact of a lack of Arctic fighting capacity among several. Facing a moderate rollout of military support 
by most of NATO, Russia will also take a more delayed stance. Note that Norway should not to count on nations 
who initially support limited military support or do not support of Article 5 while the US, Britain, Netherlands and 
Poland who were in favor of complete military support and enacting of Article 5 are committed to send support 
moderately quickly. 
 

 
 

Figure 12 Initial Timing Data Inputs 
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Figure 13 SENTURION anticipated Final Timing Support 

 
 
Robustness of Military Support Timing  
 
SENTURION uses a two stage Monte Carlo simulation process to generate both the likelihood and confidence of 
military support results. Here input data is changed across 1000 generated experimental runs to simulate data 
errors and the impact of exogenous shocks which produce confidence levels for results. The distributions of key 
stakeholders’ final positions are then mapped on the timing issue continuum giving the likelihoods and confidence 
levels of support. 
 

 
 

Figure 14 Military Support Timing Robustness Results 

 
Robustness results in Figure 14 indicate that many NATO members may not be reliable on timing support, delaying 
their initial estimates of committed military support arrival. These include Croatia Czech Republic, Greece, Albania, 
Spain, Slovenia, Romania, France, Bulgaria, Montenegro, Portugal, Luxembourg, Hungary, Iceland, Slovakia and 
Turkey. This could be an artifact of limited Arctic war fighting preparedness and capacity that varies by member 
militaries but is also linked to the political and military support interests. However, major nations including the US, 
Britain, Germany, Netherlands and Poland are highly likely to send significant material support within 12 weeks or 
sooner.  


